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CRCN INSERM (2013), INSERM U1109, Strasbourg 
Leader of the Tumor Biomechanics Lab 
Expertise in Biomechanics, Imaging and tumor metastasis 
User/reader of #preprints 
PreLighter since Feb. 2018 
Member of a CNRS evaluation committee 

3 hats : 
PrincipaI Investigator 
“commentor” 
Evaluator 



Tumor Biomechanics Lab and the recent use of #preprints
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Other papers engaged in the classical publication/review process : cultural change is a slow process  



The advantages of posting #preprints

From the author point of view : 
- visibility of achieved work 
- opportunity to rapidly share 
- easy/straight-forward submission 
- easy submission to partner journals 
- opportunity to revise work 
- publish negative results 
- automatic tracking of publi. preprints 
- share if published in non-open access 
- discussion (social networks) From the reader point of view : 

- easy access to others’ work 
- Daily alerts 
- Subject areas : straight forward 
- Non-biaised internal discussion (J.clubs) 
- tracking when published 
- exchange/discussion (social networks)



The advantages of posting #preprints

Twitter, a perfect way for lively transmission of scientific results



Why the research community might want 
a preprint highlighting service ?

• Preprints are new to life sciences with only 1-2% papers being posted as preprints 

currently – but this is growing rapidly.  

• As the number of preprints grows, it will become increasingly difficult for readers to 

find and filter relevant / interesting preprints. 

• Readers are NOT currently commenting on the preprint servers.  

• Save readers time – find and select preprints for them – plus add comment that’s 

interesting to read. 

• Community service (with no revenue stream).
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Prelights : an early initiative from the Company of Biologists (CoB) 

The CoB has considered preprint-friendly policies from early-on
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Monthly list of preprints 
the most viewed content on The Node

What can CoB as a publisher do to further support preprints?
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Developing preLights (October 2017 – February 2018)

▪ All journals of CoB involved in development of the idea 
▪ Focus group – discussion with PhD students, postdocs (Cambridge) who have 

published preprints or have been commenting/sharing preprints on Twitter 
▪ Designers and IT team developed website, with input from CoB team 
▪ Editors/board members  from CoB journals : recruitment of preLighters 

▪ Contacted by Manuel BREUER (editor @ Journal of Cell Science) 
▪ Participate to a new service aimed at highlighting interesting preprints to 

the broader community  
▪ The idea :  new resource is to help researchers navigate the growing 

number of preprints and find those most likely to be of interest to them.  
▪ Format  : public discussion of preprints, among the community and with 

the authors. 

“Yes !” Regular check of preprints 
Selection with Ph.D. students & post-docs 
Format : one preprint - one journal club - one Prelight
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Launch of preLights – 20th February, 2018

• 85 preLighters were initially recruited : ranging from senior PhD 
students to junior PIs 

• PreLights went live with 23 posts 

• A community manager (Mate Palfy) joined from 1st of May 

• preLights currently has an open call to recruit new preLighters 
 



preLights team

Increase number of PIs ?
Discussion/impact

Increase recruitment in France ?



Discussion

PreLights, a platform for commenting and highlighting preprints 
Connecting BiorXiv to Twitter, to Prelights

• bioRxiv introduced a feed for ‘preprint discussion sites’ so preLights posts now appear on preprint pages 

(alongside blogs and Tweets).



What do preLights posts look like?

• Many on the community team wanted structure, but PreLights team also want to 

stay flexible and hear their voice (keep it personal). 

• Preprint title and authors (plus posted date etc) 
Engaging tweetable summary 
Selected by: name and pic of preLighter, plus associate  
Background; Key findings; What I like about this preprint; Open questions 

• We’re encouraging the preLighters to contact the original preprint authors  
and ~25% provide comments for the preLights site. 

• Anyone can comment or ask a question, but we anticipate low engagement (as on 

the preprint servers themselves).



Browsing and searching the site

• It’s easy to browse or search the site. 

• You can browse the most recent posts; or browse by subject category 

(these match bioRxiv).  

• If you log in, you can set preferences to view preLights for your own 

areas of interest. 

• Sign up for content alerts (again can set subject preferences). 

• We also have a team area to promote the selectors – biogs and pics. 



preLights : website & posts
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Author commenting and general commenting



Trending and Tweeting



Early reaction to preLights

• Before launch already 500 followers on Twitter : now 1473 

• We expect Twitter will continue to generate most traffic to the site. 

“Wonderful! This is a game changer”             “It looks fantastic!”  

“I do like the ‘Author’s Response’ section”     “great initiative”  
“Showing how preprints allow for the evolution of the scientific publishing model” 

• 16,618 page views in first month, now at ~ 250 views per day, mostly exploring 

content / team - we’re encouraging people to sign up for content alerts. 

• Certainly gaining attention : 100th PreLight today !



Promoting preLighters via our Twitter feed and 
‘Meet the preLighters’ interviews



What next for preLights

• Mate Palfy joined 1st May as the preLights Community Manager.  

• Encourage author commenting. Encourage commenting by all. 

• Feature team of selectors through interviews. 

• Extend coverage for the whole biological sciences (not just areas of CoB journals) 

• Improve functionality – ask the community to give us feedback. 

• Positioning as an evolving project… lots more to do.



Meet some of the team
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